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UM GEOLOGY STUDENT FINDS FOSSILS
By Cary E. Holmquist
University of Montana
Office of University Relations

Crawling over rocks and sifting through ancient volcanic ash on hot days
in search of tiny fragments'on a southwestern Montana slope is rewarding work,
according to University of Montana geology student Larry French,
That is, it's rewarding if he finds what he's looking for-- the fossil
remains of mammals which lived in Montana 30 to 40 million years ago.

And

French has been having success this summer, even though a few thunderstorms
created mud to cover his work and blew down his tent.
French, a senior at UM who is researching for a senior honors paper, has
discovered several interesting fossils on his site at the Easter Lily Mine
Section, located eight miles northwest of Whi tehal1 .
Among his finds are three jaws in good repair of prehistoric horses known
as Mesohippus; the jaw of a dog-like animal; various parts and teeth of Creodons,
which were

grazing animals, and rodents and small shrew-like mammals called

insectivores. All are about 40 million years old, dating from the Oligocene
epoch geologic time period.
Most of the fossil material French has been looking for this summer is
tiny, usually teeth, which he said are harder and last longer than other
fossi1ized matter.
(more)
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French explained that he is searching in ancient streair.beds where animal
bones were washed down and covered by layers of sediments and fossilized.

He

said that most western Montana rivers of the Tertiary Period, from 12 to 60
million years ago, didn't flow into oceans, but rather filled basins.

French

is researching on the edge of such a basin called the Jefferson Basin.
French has been working alone for several weeks on a site which was located
by Dr. Robert Fields, a UM geology professor who specializes in mammalian
paleontology.

Several years ago a rhinocerous skull was found by another

researcher at the site.
However, French noted that

the processes of dying, bone-scattering, washing

downstream and weight of sedimentation bashed animal remains around so much that
it's a lucky geologist who finds anything.
Once on the UM campus, the fragile fossils are prepared for detailed examina
tion by hardening them with a kind of varnish;

then they are cataloged into the

UM geology department's Paleontology Collection for use in UM classes and research.
"We look at the fossils and the way they have been deposited in the sediment
to put together a kind of map,"

French said.

"That way we get a fairly definite

idea of what the landscape and environment were like at that time."
By comparing the fossils he finds with others from the Great Plains, French will
be able to classify them and establish which of two fauna time zones, the Chardonian
or Orellan Ages, they belong to and thus determine where the geologic boundary
between the two ages exists.

French also will map the area to help in the determin

ation.
French said this method of geology is called biostratigraphy and is important
for establishing the age, nature and evolution of ancient life and geological
formations.

This knowledge, he said, is used by mineral and oil prospectors to

locate resources for development.

He added that biostratigraphic field work is
(more)
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a profession in which he would like to be employed, preferably with an oil
company.
Meanwhile, French said he is planning to pursue his master of arts degree
in geology in the next year.

French's research project has been aided

by a

$1,000 UM Watkins Senior Honors'Scholarship this year.
"I wanted to do something with fossils for this project,"

French said,

"and in western Montana that means working on mammalian paleontology-- the
Easter lily Mine Section seemed to be a good prospect."
On occasional weekends French's wife, Mary Ellen, a medical secretary at
the Western Montana Clinic in Missoula, has made the trip to the Whitehall area
to help look for fossils.
"She's a pretty good fossil hunter,"

French remarked, adding that he

appreciated her help and companionship.
"Both of us enjoy the outdoors,"

French said,

"and that goes along perfectly

with looking for fossils."
French, who is 38 years old, received a bachelor's degree in education from
UM in 1969 and taught high school science classes in Hingham High School for 10
years.

Last year, when the Hingham school consolidated with the neighboring

Rudyard school, French began looking for a new job.
Rather than combine teaching with coaching varsity athletics, which was desired
by most schools he applied to,

French decided to go back to college and pursue

geology which had long appealed to him and was a good area of employment.
While in the

Hingham area, in northcentral Montana, French said he often

went looking for and found many dinosaur fossils, which interest him the most.
In past summers, French has helped researchers near Choteau
excavations for dinosaur fossils.

in their

Jack Horner , a Princeton University researcher

from Shelby, and Bob Makela, a science teacher at Rudyard High School, both are
(over)
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working for Princeton on the Choteau project.
were classmates at UM.

French said that

French and the two researchers

he found one of the four or five nests

of dinosaur eggs located there one summer.
Over years of prospecting, French said he has a collection of fossil samples.
However, he said that most professionals discourage private collections because
they hide away fossils which could be important for research.
French emphasized that he is "against rockhound-type fossil prospecting
because sites are ruined by people who make the fossils into jewelry."
He explained that such exploitation is why many states restrict fossil prospecting
and require permits.

In Montana, permits are required on state end federal lands.

However, French said that conscientious amateurs, who know what they are
doing, often are helpful and tell professionals about good finds that might be
important.
Though French is planning only on obtaining a master's degree, he said he
still dreams of a doctoral degree and hopes his age won't prevent him from reaching
that goal.
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